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Supervising Scientist Report Series- ISSN 1325-1554

The Supervising Scientist Report series (SSR) is the international and national flagship publication of the Australian Government’s Supervising Scientist Division and presents the results of environmental monitoring and research by staff and external authors into the impact of uranium mining on the environment of the Alligator Rivers Region of the Northern Territory and research on the sustainable use and environment protection of tropical rivers and their associated wetlands, and also its work on supervision and assessment of uranium mining activities.

Please note, it is Supervising Scientist Division policy for reports in the SSR series to be formally refereed by two independent experts as part of the publications process. The series contains edited volumes presenting short papers on research progress. The edited volumes are not independently reviewed but the short papers are internally reviewed.


Volumes as Author


ISBN 0 6422 4363 8

ISBN 0 642 24362 X

ISBN 0 642 24337 9

**Volumes as Editor**

ISBN-13: 978 1 921069 02 4
ISBN-10: 1 921069 02 3

ISBN 0 642 24397 2

ISBN 0 642 24372 7

**Papers in Edited Volumes**


6. Evans KG, Moliere D 2010. Assessment of the significance of extreme events in the Alligator Rivers Region – impact of Cyclone Monica on Gulungul Creek catchment, Ranger mine site and


Webb A, Jones DR (eds), Supervising Scientist Scientist Report 189, Supervising Scientist, Darwin NT. 143-146.
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Consultancy Reports – Charles Darwin University

These consultancy reports meet the requirements of current contracts. They are unpublished and confidential.


Conferences and Symposia


Australasian Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Conference, Darwin NT, 30 September – 2 October 2008. USB2.0


Internal Reports - Environmental Research Institute of the Supervising Scientist

The Australian Government’s Supervising Scientist produces an Internal Report series. Most titles are for internal use or limited distribution only. Some titles will be available online. The report contain a range of information including data sets, field and laboratory procedure and analysis and interpretation.
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